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Abstract- Biometrics are an important and widely used method for identity verification and access control for providing in today’s growing computing world. A biometric is in general term used to describe a measurable physiological and/or behavioral characteristic that can be used for automated recognition of an individual based on the individual’s physical and behavioral characteristics. As biometric data is data inherent to one’s body, and usually is unique to an individual, it can be used to recognize an individual’s biometric characteristics, such as fingerprint, face, retina, DNA, ECG and Voice, signature, and many others, for automatically computerized recognition systems. Biometric systems are commonly used to control access to physical assets like laboratories, buildings, and cash from ATMs, or logical information like personal computer accounts, secure electronic documents. It also determine whether a person is already in a database, important for social service or national ID applications some of which are daily concern. In this system, one need not necessary to remember like passwords and are not easily lost or forged like identifying documents. However, it is also true that, biometrics are fundamentally noisy and irreplaceable. The proliferation of biometric usage raises critical privacy and security concerns due to the noisy nature of biometrics. In this article, we present an overview of Biometrics system and along with its security measures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Biometrics refers to metrics related to human characteristics for authentication and access control is widely used in many computer science applications [1]. The distinctive, measurable characteristics of multiple sensors or biometric identifiers are used to label and describe individuals. Access control include for token-based identification systems, such as a driver's license or passport. It also useful for knowledge-based identification systems, which includes a password or personal identification number which are sometimes useful for, identifying individuals in groups that are under surveillance [2]. Foran individuals, biometrics are more reliable in verifying identity than token and knowledge-based methods; But in addition to this positive secure side, the collection of biometric identifiers raises privacy concerns about the ultimate use of this information [5].

We can state the biometrics as, “Biometric technologies are automated methods of verifying or classifying or recognizing the identity of a living person based on a physiological or behavioral characteristic” [4]. The two keywords and two characteristics in this definition are: “automated” and “person”, “physiological” and “behavioral” which describe the Biometric technique in detail.

The word “automated,” relates to the field of Biometric as, this Biometrics authentication techniques are done completely by machine, therefore differentiates it from the larger field of human identification science. The techniques, such as latent fingerprint, DNA, hair and fiber analysis, etc. are not considered as a part of this field. The biometric authentication is mainly subject to living humans; in contrast, the automated identification techniques can be used on animals, fruits and vegetables, manufactured goods, etc.

The second keyword is “person”. Some techniques like, fingerprint patterns, Face Recognition, Thumb Recognition, etc. have been used for differentiate or for connect groups of people [4] or to probabilistically link persons to groups, but biometrics is interested mainly for recognizing people as an individuals.

Biometric identifiers are often of two characteristics that are physiological and behavioral [3]. Physiological characteristics are mainly related to the shape of the body such as fingerprint, hand geometry, face recognition, palm veins, DNA, palm print, iris recognition, retina and odor/scent. The Behavioral characteristics involves that are describe by some researchers as the latter class of biometrics, which are related to the behavior of a person, including typing rhythm, signature and voice. Both of these Physical and behavioral characteristics are not limited to these given characteristics and increasing in their field. In recent times, biometrics based on brain (electroencephalogram) and heart (electrocardiogram) [7] signals have also been emerged.

All of them measures used for authentication mainly contains both physiological and behavioral components, both of these components can vary widely and it is in very rare situation across a population of individuals that it is similar [6]. So, biometrics is the use of computers to recognize people, instead of all the across-individual similarities and differences. It is not possible by using these Biometric techniquedetermine exactly “true” identity of all the individuals, which seems as beyond the scope of any biometric technology. Biometric technology can only link a person to a biometric pattern and any identity data like common name and personal attributes such as age, gender, profession, residence, nationality, etc. that are presented at the time of enrollment in the system. As, Biometric systems inherently require no identity data, hence allows anonymous recognition.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

These characteristics and traits of biometrics are used to identify each human. All the details of the human body normally differs from one human to other will be used as unique biometric data to serve as that person's unique identification (ID) for that person. Biometric identification is used in many other places throughout the world. The scientific literature on quantitative measurement of humans for the purpose of identification dates back from 1870s and the measurement system of Alphonse
Bertillon [8]. The earliest cataloging of fingerprints [12] before the date of 1891 when Juan Vucetich started a collection of fingerprints of criminals in Argentina. The development of digital signal processing techniques in the 1960s led immediately to work on automating human identification. Henry Faulds, William Herschel and Sir Francis Galton proposed quantitative identification with the use of as were developed in the 1990s.

In earlier time around 1960s, [14] the potential application of this technology to high-security access control, personal locks and financial transactions was recognized. In 1970s the development and deployment of hand geometry systems started testing and increasing interest in government use of these “automated personal identification” technologies and biometrics is defined as the unique personal, physical/logical characteristics or traits of human body [18].

The first time someone uses a biometric scanner, the scanner performs an enrollment [20]. During enrollment, the system will store the user's biometric information to be matched them on future uses. In the today's world, there are numerous uses for biometric identification, and all of them have their own strengths and weaknesses in terms of security and features. In February 2011, India started their Universal ID program. The goal of the program is to provide each of India's 1.2 billion people with a unique identification number [20] called 'Aadhaar card'. In addition, the United States uses fingerprints to identify immigrants and many hospitals use some form of biometrics to validate that a patient is who he or she claim to be.

III. BIOMETRIC CHARACTERISTIC

The ideal biometric characteristic has five major qualities, which are also essential that are robustness, distinctiveness, availability, accessibility, and acceptability [16].

1. Robustness - This characteristic approves us about unchanging on an individual over time.
2. Distinctiveness - This mean showing great variation over the population.
3. Availability- This characteristic stats that the entire population should ideally have this measure in multiples.
4. Accessibility - This means it is easy to image using electronic sensors.
5. Acceptability - By these characteristics, we mean that people do not object to having this measurement taken from them.

Some biometric characteristics are clearly more appropriate than others for any particular application. However, it is also essential for any System administrators who is wishing to employ biometric authentication need to articulate clearly the specifics of their application so that he can apply all above characteristics to his biometric applications.

IV. DIFFERENT TYPES OF BIOMETRICS

A. Physical biometrics

1. Fingerprint - It is based on the analysis of our fingertip patterns.
2. Facial recognition/face location - Measuring facial characteristics
3. Hand geometry - It measures the shape and characteristics of the hand
4. Iris scan - it analyzes features of the colored ring of eye. One of the thing, which seems like unbelievable about human, which support this type of geometry [2], is that Iris patterns are started to formed in the eighth month of age of an individual and remain stable throughout the life.
5. Retinal scan - This scan analyzes the pattern of blood vessels, which are present at the back of the eyeball.
6. Vascular patterns - It is based on analysis of persons vein pattern.
7. DNA - Analyzing genetic makeup of the human body.
8. Ear print - This method is based on geometric distances, force field transformation.

As people have certain distinct brain and heart patterns that are specific for each individual, the recent advancement in biometrics based on brain (electroencephalogram) and heart (electrocardiogram) signals have been emerged. Comparing to conventional biometrics like fingerprints, it is more advantageous the use of such ‘futuristic’ technology, as it is more fraud resistant. But the downside of such technologies is generally more cumbersome and still has issues such as lower accuracy and poor reproducibility over time.

B. Behavioral biometrics

1. Speaker/voice recognition - This system analyzes vocal behavior and differences such as in pitch, and tone.
2. Signature/handwriting - It analyzes dynamics of signature. The characteristics of signature involves acceleration, total time, speed, character direction, stroke order, pressure and contact with the writing surface are analyses by this technique.
3. Keystroke/patterning - This system measures the time spacing of typed words, i.e. typing on the keyboard.

V. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF BIOMETRICS

A. Advantages

1. The first advantage of using this new technology is the uniqueness, which allows biometrics technology to become more and more important. With uniqueness, each individual's identification will be single, most effective identification for that user, as the same identification of an individual in the biometric security technology system is nearly zero.
2. It eliminates problems caused by lost IDs or forgotten passwords by using physiological attributes. It prevents unauthorized use of lost, stolen or "borrowed" ID cards and reduce password administration costs. This system replaces hard-to-remember passwords by any of the person’s physical and behavioral characteristics, which cannot be shared or observed.

3. This identification i.e. (ID) of users though biometrics cannot be lost, stolen or forgotten as our normal password. This aspect of biometrics technology allows it to become more popular in its use [16]. It also, integrate a wide range of biometric solutions and technologies, applications of customer and databases into a robust and scalable control solution for facility and network access. By using this technique it becomes makes possible, to know WHO did WHAT, WHERE and WHEN!

4. It Provides Increase security by a convenient and low-cost additional tier of security. Biometric reduce fraud by employing hard-to-forge technologies and materials. Example includes minimizing the opportunity for ID fraud, buddy punching. It is extremely hard or impossible to make duplicate or share biometrics-accessing data with other users. This provides it ever more security to user information and data to kept highly secure from unauthorized users.

5. This system offer significant cost savings or increasing ROI in areas such as Loss Prevention or Time & Attendance. The most biometrics security systems are easy to install and it requires small amount of funding for equipment except modern biometrics technology such as: DNA/retinal/iris recognition, etc.

**B. Disadvantages:**

Instead of there are many advantages of biometrics security system, it still has some flaws in its system [18]. Most of each biometrics method has weaknesses, which can cause problems for its users.

1. If the biometrics security system is using fingerprints to identify its users and if an accident causes a user of the system to lose his/her finger then it can be a problem during the verification process.

2. For voice recognition methods, illnesses such as strep throat or weakness that cause one is unable to speak in its popper voice can make it hard for authorized users to get access for his/her information. Another factor that also influence voice recognition systems is the continuous aging of its users. This system also suspect to Noisy environment.

3. For iris or retinal scanning applications, users may find it very intrusive. They may also have the concern for the safety of their eyes during the iris or retinal scan, as the light at the time of scanning can be unbearable by any person with week eyesight. Furthermore, databases used to store user identification data will be very large which leads to potential threat. New and modern technology are vital required for proper retinal/iris characteristics scanning and storing large amount of database. Which results in more cost for equipment used for this.

4. Finally, many people are still concerning about biometrics technology in different aspects such as security, adaptability to rate of change in life, scalability, accuracy, privacy and others.

**VI. SECURE BIOMETRICS**

In today's world, advances in technology have made life easier by providing us with higher levels of knowledge through the invention of different devices. But at the same time, each technological innovation harbors the potentially hidden threats to its users. As digital data become more prevalent, its necessary for users to secure their information with highly encrypted passwords and ID cards. Instead, the misuse and theft of these security measures are also increasing. This increasing battle with cyber security has led to the birth of biometric security systems which provides access control and authentication. There is a combination of biometric data systems and biometrics recognition/identification technologies, which creates the biometric security systems. The relationship between the between these two systems is also known as the lock and key system, As the biometrics security system is the lock and biometrics is the key to open that lock [17].

![Fig.1 - Basic Criteria for Biometrics Security System](image-url)

There are seven basic criteria for biometric security system that are: uniqueness, universality, permanence, collectability, performance, acceptability and circumvention which is also shown in fig.1 above followed by its descriptions [18].

1) **Uniqueness** – It is considered that priority requirement for biometric data, which will be able to recognize single user
among groups of users, this can be indicated differently and uniquely by the biometric system. For e.g., the DNA of each person is unique.

2) Universality – This is the secondary criteria for the biometric security. The parameter indicates requirements for unique characteristics of each person in the world that cannot be replicated. For e.g., retinal and iris are characteristics will satisfy this requirements.

3) Permanence – This third parameter is required for every single characteristic or trait. This is recorded in the database for that system and needs to be constant for a certain period of time. This parameter will mostly affected by the age of the user.

4) Collectability - The collectability parameter requires the collection of each characteristic and trait by the system in order to verify their identification.

5) Performance – This is the next parameter for the system, which denotes how the security system works well. For the biometric security system, the accuracy and robustness are main factors. Performance of the biometric security systems decided by this factor.

6) Acceptability – This parameter will choose fields in which biometric technologies are acceptable.

7) Circumvention – This final parameter will decide how easily each characteristic provided by the user can become failure during the verification process. DNA is believed to be the most difficult characteristic leading to the failure of the verification process.

Individual-unique biometric information based on their different characteristics like fingerprints, retinal or iris patterns; facial patterns voice prints, biometrics used with card technologies. Biometric information stored on the ID card and verified with actual biometric at point of interaction which provide additional level of security compared to traditional levels as shown in following fig.2 [19]:

VII. TYPES OF ADVERSARY ATTACKS AND THEIR POSSIBLE SOLUTION:

There are many types of adversary attacks, the most basic of which involves spoofing, Mimicry, directly manipulating the biometric scanner, etc. However, these attacks can be attacks on the software as well.

A. Spoofing

Spoofing with artefacts is generally a concern for physiological biometric technologies such as fingerprint, hand, iris etc. Spoof attacks consist in submitting fake biometric characteristics to biometric systems, and are a major threat that can provide threats to their security [21]. Multi-modal biometric systems used for multiple scan are commonly believed to be intrinsically more robust to spoof attacks.

On technical solution to detect or reject, the functionality is usually termed liveness detection, which refers to the ability of the system to distinguish between a sample feature provided by a live human being and a copy of a feature provided by an artefact. One is the specific detection of known spoofs e.g. silicon and gelatin fingerprint spoofs, forgery photograph of face etc. The other is necessary to look for explicit signs of liveness in the presented biometric feature.

B. Mimicry

Through mimicry, one can attempt to “copy” the relevant biometric features of an enrolled user so that he can make the manipulation in the biometric authentication process. Because behavioral biometrics are applicable to the recognition of acquired, rather than inherited features, the features can also be acquired by an impostor. Impostors are unlikely attempt to mimic attacks against biometric systems that completely or predominaently utilize physiological features such as fingerprint, iris, etc. Because mimicry may be perceived to be a low technology form of attack requiring a lower level of expertise, biometric systems employing behavioral biometrics may be subject to a higher incidence of attacks from a wider range of attackers.

As mimicry does not involve the use of an artefact like spoofing attack, liveness detection is not generally applicable as a possible solution for mimicry. Countermeasures should focus on the ability to distinguish between a genuine person and a mimic. This attack includes improved technical performance, supervised operation and challenge/response features present.

C. Insider Attacks

This form of attack is provided to biometric system by those who directly operate that system [22]. Such attacks may be
accidental, for instance, the owner of the system neglecting to validate credentials a potential user provides and failing to authenticate that users are actually this. However, insider attacks can also be caused by the owner or operator of the system intentionally allowing an unauthorized person to authenticate, or allowing an unauthorized person access to the system. Such attacks are outside the scope to handle, as they deal with personnel management instead of software or hardware solutions.

One method of protecting a scanner is to increase the physical security present. This can include adding a person or camera watching the scanner, or requiring a password to access the scanner. This however would defeat the purpose of biometric identification, and which is not recommended. Because these methods do not involve the biometric system itself. However, it is oftentimes trivial to get around these methods, so while the use of them can help, a determined attacker should not have any difficulty bypassing them.

D. Non-secure Infrastructure

This kind of attack includes any attack, which involves manipulating the data being passed at any point in the authentication process after the scan has been made. These attacks usually involve finding security breaches in either the database where the users’ authentication data is stored or security breaches in the data itself, such as poor data encryption.

One of the simplest methods of preventing a physical attack is to add complexity to your scanner. In order to protect against false fingerprints or retinal scans, a heat sensor could be used to ensure that a real finger or eyeball is being used [23]. A signature scanner could include a pressure pad to ensure that a user is not trying to trace a copy of someone’s signature.

E. Biometric Overwidth

This method of attacking involves tricking the biometrics scanner itself into incorrectly identifying the user as an authorized person. Examples of these include using lifted finger prints, making a gummy eyeball, or attempting to mimic someone’s gait. While this is the most basic security issue in biometric passwords. This can be reduce by providing security by adding physical security, by adding cameras or possibly by using sensors.

F. Middleware / software of biometrics security

Middleware and software for biometrics security system provides the link between services and instructions by making use of multiple processes. The middleware is a useful component as it helps the biometrics devices and the database to run effectively across the network. Biometrics devices and the computers together are connected together by. Middleware and software also connects, while working compatibly with each other on the network. Further, integral part can be form by the software and middleware used by the biometrics systems to the efficiency and effectiveness of the whole biometrics security system. This system is flexible to bind all the applications which are located at the database/server to any biometrics devices at the verification location [23].

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, biometrics technology is a new technology for most of us because it has only been implemented in public for short period of time in advance sectors. There are many characteristics mainly based on physical and behavioral are most effective for its development. Along with this, there are many applications and solutions of biometrics technology used in security systems. This paper presents many advantages, which can improve our lives with improved security and effectiveness, reducing fraud and also costs of password administrator, ease of use and makes live consisting of some daily concern more comfortable along with some disadvantages needs to be overcome. Even though the biometrics security system still has many concerns such as information privacy, physical privacy so it is our need to provide solution for security concern so that we will make our living standard more better in today’s computing and advanced world.
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